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The poem from which BLACK UNDER derives its title opens with a resounding
declaration: "I am black and black underneath." These words are an anthem that
reverberates throughout Ashanti Anderson's debut short collection. We feel them as we
navigate her poems' linguistic risks and shifts and trumpets, as we straddle scales that
tip us toward trauma's still-bloody knife in one turn then into cutting wit and shrewd
humor in the next. We hear them amplified through Anderson's dynamic voice, which
sings of anguish and atrocities and also of discovery and beauty. BLACK UNDER
layers outward perception with internal truth to offer an almost-telescopic examination
of the redundancies--and incongruences--of marginalization and hypervisibility.
Anderson torques the contradictions of oppression, giving her speakers the breathing
room to discover their own agency. In these pages, declarations are reclamations, and
joy is not an aspiration but a birthright.
'Things Fall Apart' tells the story of Okonkwo, an important man in the Igbo tribe in the
days when white men were first on the scene. Okonkwo becomes exiled from his tribe,
as a result of his pride and his fears, with tragic consequences.
There is a paradox about Africa: it remains a subject that attracts considerable attention
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yet rarely is there a full appreciation of its complexity. African historiography has
typically consisted of writing Africa for Europe—instead of writing Africa for itself, as
itself, from its own perspectives. The History of Africa redresses this by letting the
perspectives of Africans themselves take center stage. Authoritative and
comprehensive, this book provides a wide-ranging history of Africa from earliest
prehistory to the present day—using the cultural, social, political, and economic lenses of
Africa as instruments to illuminate the ordinary lives of Africans. The result is a fresh
survey that includes a wealth of indigenous ideas, African concepts, and traditional
outlooks that have escaped the writing of African history in the West. The new edition
includes information on the Arab Spring, the rise of FrancAfrica, the presence of the
Chinese in Africa, and the birth of South Sudan. The chapters go up to the present day,
addressing US President Barack Obama's policies toward Africa. A new companion
website provides students and scholars of Africa with access to a wealth of supporting
resources for each chapter, including images, video and audio clips, and links to sites
for further research. This straightforward, illustrated, and factual text allows the reader
to access the major developments, personalities, and events on the African continent.
This groundbreaking survey is an indispensable guide to African history.
This is a key text for understanding the history of the great West African kingdom of
Asante (now in Ghana). It is perhaps the earliest example of history writing in English
by an African ruler. The result is an indispensably detailed account of the Asante
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monarchy from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. Context is provided by the
inclusion of other writings by or about Agyeman Prempeh, together with four
introductory essays by the world's leading scholars of Asante history.
“A story of surviving and thriving with passion, compassion, wit, and style.”—Maya
Angelou “In America, we have a tradition of black writers whose autobiographies and
memoirs come to define an era. . . . Buck may be this generation’s story.”—NPR A
coming-of-age story about navigating the wilds of urban America and the shrapnel of a
self-destructing family, Buck shares the story of a generation through one original and
riveting voice. MK Asante was born in Zimbabwe to American parents: his mother a
dancer, his father a revered professor. But as a teenager, MK was alone on the streets
of North Philadelphia, swept up in a world of drugs, sex, and violence. MK’s memoir is
an unforgettable tale of how one precocious, confused kid educated himself through
gangs, rap, mystic cults, ghetto philosophy, and, eventually, books. It is an inspiring
tribute to the power of literature to heal and redeem us.
This volume brings together leading scholars and practitioners to address the theory
and practice of African-centered education. The contributors provide (1) perspectives
on the history, methods, successes and challenges of African-centered education, (2)
discussions of the efforts that are being made to counter the miseducation of Black
children, and (3) prescriptions for—and analyses of—the way forward for Black children
and Black communities. The authors argue that Black children need an education that
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moves them toward leading and taking agency within their own communities. They
address several areas that capture the essence of what African-centered education is,
how it works, and why it is a critical imperative at this moment. Those areas include
historical analyses of African-centered education; parental perspectives; strategies for
working with Black children; African-centered culture, science and STEM; culturally
responsive curriculum and instruction; and culturally responsive resources for teachers
and school leaders.
They took everything from us; our families, our homes, and our dreams. But
unfortunately, we survived. To them, they won the fourth Anglo Ashanti war, but to us,
the war just began.My name is Bediako, the only son of my parents until I got to know
that my two elder brothers died in the third Anglo Ashanti war, after which my mother
followed the next year when I was only one year old. I have lived with my father ever
since, but the rest of my family, I only know them by stories. All my life, I have lived in
hiding with my father and few survivors of the third Anglo Ashanti war in a thick
forest.When we thought the war was over, our enemies came all out on us, taking over
our capital completely and burning it to the ground.Our forefathers fought so hard with
the hope that someday, the black man will live without fear but with freedom. They did
their part and laid their lives down for us, but our enemies are very strong-willed, and
nothing could stop them from regrouping and coming back at us. When we wake up
each morning, we feared two things, war, and slavery because that was the order of the
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day. For over a century, we have stood up in battle, and no matter how big we win, they
still keep coming for us. All our allies are now our enemies, but with that
notwithstanding, we stand strong believing that our toil shall never be in vain. With our
great motor, "If you kill a thousand, a thousand will rise," we will fight each day without
giving up. There is a dream, and someone must live it. There is hope, and someone
must keep it alive. Without sacrifice, change is inevitable. We surely will be attacked
now and then, but we will always remain a stronghold. We don't give up, not even when
we fall, because our children will step in and fight until victory is ours. The African
dream must live on, and it is up to us to carry it further irrespective of the obstacles.
Territories may be invaded, boundaries may be broken, treaties may be dishonored, but
the African dream shall never be cut off.

An insightful account traces the transformation of the Japanese military, praised
by the West during the early twentieth century for its chivalry in warfare, into a
notoriously brutal, rapacious legion during World War II.
Notes misperceptions surrounding the Congo and profiles the region's natural
beauty, historical events, victimization as a political pawn, and the prospects
facing a young new leader, the son of assassinated dictator Laurent Kabila.
The Asante World provides fresh perspectives on the Asante, the largest Akan
group in Southern Ghana, and what new scholars are thinking and writing about
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the "world the Asante made." By employing a thematic approach, the volume
interrogates several dimensions of Asante history including state formation,
Asante-Ahafo and Bassari-Dagomba relations in the context of Asante northward
expansion, and the expansion to the south. It examines the role of Islam which,
although extremely intense for just a short time, had important ramifications.
Together the essays excavate key aspects of Asante political economy and
culture, exemplified in kola nut production, the kente/adinkra cloth types and their
associated symbols, proverbs, and drum language. The Asante World explores
the Asante origins of Jamaican maroons, Asante secular government,
contemporary politics of progress, governance through the institution of Ahemaa
or Queenmothers, epidemiology and disease, and education in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Featuring innovative and insightful contributions from
leading historians of the Asante world, this volume is essential reading for
advanced undergraduates, postgraduates, and scholars concerned with African
Studies, African diaspora history, the history of Ghana and the Gold Coast, the
history of Islam in Africa, and Asante history.
This is a collection of primary sources with introductions.Paper back edition is an
abridge version of the more scholarly hardcover edition for the general reader
and for students.
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Ancient Curse. Two Kingdoms. Imminent War. When her dreams are plagued
with visions of horrific battles, Sarai must return to her kingdom, Zunoro, after a
ten-year absence. Crossing the border Sarai meets the stern and proud Ayize,
whom she convinces to join her army. It is a decision she might come to regret,
for Sarai soon discovers she is under the influence of an ancient Inmakwe curse.
Self-preservation and the fate of her people collide. Sarai assumes the mantle of
leadership as the war with neighboring kingdom Dunoro erupts. All too quickly,
her world quickly descends into chaos, bloodshed, betrayal. Perhaps worse are
the deepening feelings for one of her soldiers who might not live long enough for
her to love. It'll take every ounce of strength to keep her head to walk the delicate
lines of politics, family ties; chilling curses that raise blades on the frontline.
Death and victory await. For whom remains to be seen.
National Book Award winner M. T. Anderson returns to future Earth in a sharply
wrought satire of art and truth in the midst of colonization. When the vuvv first
landed, it came as a surprise to aspiring artist Adam and the rest of planet Earth
— but not necessarily an unwelcome one. Can it really be called an invasion when
the vuvv generously offered free advanced technology and cures for every illness
imaginable? As it turns out, yes. With his parents’ jobs replaced by alien tech
and no money for food, clean water, or the vuvv’s miraculous medicine, Adam
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and his girlfriend, Chloe, have to get creative to survive. And since the vuvv crave
anything they deem classic Earth culture (doo-wop music, still life paintings of
fruit, true love), recording 1950s-style dates for the vuvv to watch in a pay-perminute format seems like a brilliant idea. But it’s hard for Adam and Chloe to sell
true love when they hate each other more with every passing episode. Soon
enough, Adam must decide how far he’s willing to go — and what he’s willing to
sacrifice — to give the vuvv what they want.
In It's Bigger Than Hip Hop, M. K. Asante, Jr. looks at the rise of a generation
that sees beyond the smoke and mirrors of corporate-manufactured hip hop and
is building a movement that will change not only the face of pop culture, but the
world. Asante, a young firebrand poet, professor, filmmaker, and activist who
represents this movement, uses hip hop as a springboard for a larger discussion
about the urgent social and political issues affecting the post-hip-hop generation,
a new wave of youth searching for an understanding of itself outside the selfdestructive, corporate hip-hop monopoly. Through insightful anecdotes,
scholarship, personal encounters, and conversations with youth across the globe
as well as icons such as Chuck D and Maya Angelou, Asante illuminates a shift
that can be felt in the crowded spoken-word joints in post-Katrina New Orleans,
seen in the rise of youth-led organizations committed to social justice, and heard
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around the world chanting "It's bigger than hip hop."
Author and scholar Robert Edgerton challenges the notion that primitive societies
were happy and healthy before they were corrupted and oppressed by
colonialism. He surveys a range of ethnographic writings, and shows that many
of these so-called innocent societies were cruel, confused, and misled.
The Fall of the Asante EmpireThe Hundred-Year War For Africa'S Gold
CoastSimon and Schuster
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
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appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
There I was, standing alone, unable to cry as I said goodbye to Sidime Laye, my
best friend, and to the revolution that had opened the door of modernity for
me--the revolution that had invented me. This book gives us the story of a quest
for a childhood friend, for the past and present, and above all for an Africa that is
struggling to find its future. In 1996 Manthia Diawara, a distinguished professor of
film and literature in New York City, returns to Guinea, thirty-two years after he
and his family were expelled from the newly liberated country. He is beginning
work on a documentary about Sekou Toure, the dictator who was Guinea's first
post-independence leader. Despite the years that have gone by, Diawara
expects to be welcomed as an insider, and is shocked to discover that he is not.
The Africa that Diawara finds is not the one on the verge of barbarism, as
described in the Western press. Yet neither is it the Africa of his childhood, when
the excitement of independence made everything seem possible for young
Africans. His search for Sidime Laye leads Diawara to profound meditations on
Africa's culture. He suggests solutions that might overcome the stultifying legacy
of colonialism and age-old social practices, yet that will mobilize indigenous
strengths and energies. In the face of Africa's dilemmas, Diawara accords an
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important role to the culture of the diaspora as well as to traditional music and
literature--to James Brown, Miles Davis, and Salif Keita, to Richard Wright, Spike
Lee, and the ancient epics of the griots. And Diawara's journey enlightens us in
the most disarming way with humor, conversations, and well-told tales.
Organized by major themes—such as creation stories, and resistance to
oppression—this collection gather works of imagination, politics and history,
religion, and culture from many societies and across recorded time. Asante and
Abarry marshal together ancient, anonymous writers whose texts were originally
written on stone and papyri and the well-known public figures of more recent
times whose spoken and written words have shaped the intellectual history of the
diaspora. Within this remarkably wide-ranging volume are such sources as
prayers and praise songs from ancient Kemet and Ethiopia along with African
American spirituals; political commentary from C.L.R. James, Malcolm X, Mary
McLeod Bethune, and Joseph Nyerere; stirring calls for social justice from David
Walker, Abdias Nacimento, Franzo Fanon, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Featuring
newly translated texts and ocuments published for the first time, the volume also
includes an African chronology, a glossary, and an extensive bibliography. With
this landmark book, Asante and Abarry offer a major contribution to the ongoing
debates on defining the African canon. Author note:Molefi Kete Asanteis
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Professor and Chair of African American Studies at Temple University and author
of several books, includingThe Afrocentric Idea(Temple) andThe Historical and
Cultural Atlas of African Americans.Abu S. Abarryis Assistant Chair of African
American Studies at Temple University.
George Ayittey’s Indigenous African Institutions presents a detailed and
convincing picture of pre-colonial and post-colonial Africa - its cultures, traditions,
and indigenous institutions, including participatory democracy.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • Ghana, eighteenth century: two half
sisters are born into different villages, each unaware of the other. One will marry
an Englishman and lead a life of comfort in the palatial rooms of the Cape Coast
Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her village, imprisoned in the very
same castle, and sold into slavery. One of Oprah’s Best Books of the Year and a
PEN/Hemingway award winner, Homegoing follows the parallel paths of these
sisters and their descendants through eight generations: from the Gold Coast to
the plantations of Mississippi, from the American Civil War to Jazz Age Harlem.
Yaa Gyasi’s extraordinary novel illuminates slavery’s troubled legacy both for
those who were taken and those who stayed—and shows how the memory of
captivity has been inscribed on the soul of our nation.
Ama Mazama: The Ogunic Presence in Africology is a critical analysis of the ideas of Ama
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Mazama, a prominent and leading female theorist in Africology and African American Studies.
Molefe Asante studies the creative and productive power of Mazama’s intellectual work as it
emerges from the personal wrestling with spiritual elements of consciousness as well as
Mazama’s attention to ancestral and perhaps epigenetic relationships to African spirituality in
the making of theory and practice. Painting a picture of an activist intellectual concerned as
much with mental as well as spiritual liberation, Asante demonstrates how and why Ama
Mazama has evolved into one of the most popular Africologists in the field.
Zongos, wards in West Africa populated by traders and migrants from the northern savannahs
and the Sahel, are a common sight in Ghana's Asante region where the people of these wards
represent a dual-minority as both foreigners and Muslims in a largely Christian area, facing
marginalisation as a result. Islam provides the people of the zongos with a common ground
and shared values, becoming central to their identity and to their shared sense of community.
This detailed account of Islamic lifeworlds highlights the irreducible diversity and complexity of
'everyday' lived religion among Muslims in a zongo community. Benedikt Pontzen traces the
history of Muslim presence in the region and analyses three Islamic phenomena encountered
in its zongos in detail: Islamic prayer practices, the authorisation of Islamic knowledge, and
ardently contested divination and healing practices. Drawing on empirical and archival
research, oral histories, and academic studies, he demonstrates how Islam is inextricably
bound up with the diverse ways in which Muslims live it.
This long awaited and definitive work on gender in Asante during the early twentieth century
provides a needed balance to emphasis on chiefship and external relations evident thus far in
the historical scholarship on colonial and pre-colonial Asante. I am certainly looking forward to
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using this book in every possible African studies course I teach. - Gracia Clark, Department of
Anthropology, Indiana University By bringing women into the mainstream of Asante
historiography, the authors move us towards that singularly elusive goal: the realization of a
comprehensive Asante social history. - Ivor Wilks Professor Emeritus, African History
Northwestern University In an admirable collaborative effort, Jean Allman and Victoria Tashjian
focus on commodity production, family labor and reproduction in colonial Asante. The authors
demonstrate how broader social and economic forces - cash cropping, trade, monetization of
the economy, British rule, and Christian missions - recast the terms of domestic struggle in
Asante and how ordinary men and women negotiated that ever shifting landscape. By
centering their analysis on women, Allman and Tashjian recover the broader history of a
society whose past has largely been understood in terms of the state, political evolution, trade,
and the careers of political elites. Based on the recollections of Asante women and men born
during the years 1900 to 1925 and on rich archival sources, I Will Not Eat Stone captures the
resilience and tenacity of a generation of Asante women and their struggles in defense of
social and economic autonomy.
Asante, Africa's celebrated ''kingdom of gold,'' offers to the scholar and interested reader alike
the most richly documented of all of Africa's historic societies. This history is embedded in and
amplified by a vibrant oral tradition maintained by the Asante of today. The essays in this book,
fifty in number, cover diverse aspects of the Asante experience from the creation of the
kingdom in the later seventeenth century to the status of Asante in today's Ghana. In addition,
these essays range over and discuss a variety of crucial aspects of Asante social and cultural
life -- kinship, witchcraft, community, selfhood, gender, death, warfare, and the rest. These
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essays span nearly half a century of the author's engagement with Asante and its people. The
result is scholarship that is acknowledged to be at the cutting edge of the recuperation of
Africa's long and still neglected past. More than that, however, this book offers much to the
large international constituency of general readers who are fascinated by the story of the
greatest and most enduring of African kingdoms, and to those among them who identify with
Asante and its people, and draw sustenance and inspiration from their story.
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND)
open access license. The Victorian soldier in Africa re-examines the campaign experience of
British soldiers in Africa during the period, 1874–1902 – the zenith of the Victorian imperial
expansion – and does so from the perspective of the regimental soldier. The book utilises an
unprecedented number of letters and diaries, written by regimental officers and other ranks, to
allow soldiers to speak for themselves about their experience of colonial warfare. The sources
demonstrate the adaptability of the British army in fighting in different climates, over
demanding terrain and against a diverse array of enemies. They also uncover soldiers’
responses to army reforms of the era as well as the response to the introduction of new
technologies of war. Moreover, the book provides commentary on soldiers’ views of
commanding officers and politicians alongside assessment of war correspondents, colonial
auxiliaries and African natives in their roles as bearers, allies and enemies. This book reveals
new insights on imperial and racial attitudes within the army, on relations between soldiers and
the media and the production of information and knowledge from frontline to homefront. It will
make fascinating reading for students, academics and enthusiasts in imperial history, Victorian
studies, military history and colonial warfare.
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Engaging Modernity is the definitive history of Asante royal regalia and music ensembles. This
second edition includes an ethnographical account of the 2014 Asanteman Grand Adae
festival that prominently features the complex heritage of the visual and the performing arts in
motion. Ampene's contextual account illuminates the historical narratives the regalia objects
render as they move through space and time, as well as the metalanguage embodied in the
objects and the symbolic language they convey in Akanland. The book combines text with over
three hundred color photographs to construct subtle and nuanced views of the material culture
associated with Asante royal court in the twenty-first century. Engaging Modernity is an
essential and a vast transdisciplinary resource for the humanities and beyond.
This book shows African heritage to be a mode of political organisation - where heritage work
has a uniquely wide currency.
Forests of Gold is a collection of essays on the peoples of Ghana with particular reference to
the most powerful of all their kingdoms: Asante. Beginning with the global and local conditions
under which Akan society assumed its historic form between the fifteenth and seventeenth
centuries, these essays go on to explore various aspects of Asante culture: conceptions of
wealth, of time and motion, and the relationship between the unborn, the living, and the dead.
The final section is focused upon individuals and includes studies of generals, of civil
administrators, and of one remarkable woman who, in 1831, successfully negotiated peace
treaties with the British and the Danes on the Gold Coast. The author argues that
contemporary developments can only be fully understood against the background of long-term
trajectories of change in Ghana.
Recounting the Asantes' hundred-year war with the British Empire--from 1807 to 1900--a saga
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of massive resistance against overwhelming odds reveals a wealthy, sophisticated culture
For the first time, anthropologist Robert Edgerton tells the story of the Hundred-Year War—from
1807 to 1900, between the British Empire and the Asante Kingdom—from the Asante point of
view. In 1817, the first British envoy to meet the king of the Asante of West Africa was dazzled
by his reception. A group of 5,000 Asante soldiers, many wearing immense caps topped with
three foot eagle feathers and gold ram's horns, engulfed him with a "zeal bordering on
phrensy," shooting muskets into the air. The envoy was escorted, as no fewer than 100 bands
played, to the Asante king's palace and greeted by a tremendous throng of 30,000 noblemen
and soldiers, bedecked with so much gold that his party had to avert their eyes to avoid the
blinding glare. Some Asante elders wore gold ornaments so massive they had to be supported
by attendants. But a criminal being lead to his execution - hands tied, ears severed, knives
thrust through his cheeks and shoulder blades - was also paraded before them as a warning of
what would befall malefactors. This first encounter set the stage for one of the longest and
fiercest wars in all the European conquest of Africa. At its height, the Asante empire, on the
Gold Coast of Africa in present-day Ghana, comprised three million people and had its own
highly sophisticated social, political, and military institutions. Armed with European firearms,
the tenacious and disciplined Asante army inflicted heavy casualties on advancing British
troops, in some cases defeating them. They won the respect and admiration of British
commanders, and displayed a unique willingness to adapt their traditional military tactics to
counter superior British technology. Even well after a British fort had been established in
Kumase, the Asante capital, the indigenous culture stubbornly resisted Europeanization, as
long as the "golden stool," the sacred repository of royal power, remained in Asante hands. It
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was only after an entire century of fighting that resistance ultimately ceased.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A chorus of extraordinary voices tells the epic story of
the four-hundred-year journey of African Americans from 1619 to the present—edited by Ibram
X. Kendi, author of How to Be an Antiracist, and Keisha N. Blain, author of Set the World on
Fire. FINALIST FOR THE ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL • “A vital addition to [the] curriculum
on race in America . . . a gateway to the solo works of all the voices in Kendi and Blain’s
impressive choir.”—The Washington Post “From journalist Hannah P. Jones on Jamestown’s
first slaves to historian Annette Gordon-Reed’s portrait of Sally Hemings to the seductive
cadences of poets Jericho Brown and Patricia Smith, Four Hundred Souls weaves a tapestry
of unspeakable suffering and unexpected transcendence.”—O: The Oprah Magazine The story
begins in 1619—a year before the Mayflower—when the White Lion disgorges “some 20-andodd Negroes” onto the shores of Virginia, inaugurating the African presence in what would
become the United States. It takes us to the present, when African Americans, descendants of
those on the White Lion and a thousand other routes to this country, continue a journey
defined by inhuman oppression, visionary struggles, stunning achievements, and millions of
ordinary lives passing through extraordinary history. Four Hundred Souls is a unique onevolume “community” history of African Americans. The editors, Ibram X. Kendi and Keisha N.
Blain, have assembled ninety brilliant writers, each of whom takes on a five-year period of that
four-hundred-year span. The writers explore their periods through a variety of techniques:
historical essays, short stories, personal vignettes, and fiery polemics. They approach history
from various perspectives: through the eyes of towering historical icons or the untold stories of
ordinary people; through places, laws, and objects. While themes of resistance and struggle, of
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hope and reinvention, course through the book, this collection of diverse pieces from ninety
different minds, reflecting ninety different perspectives, fundamentally deconstructs the idea
that Africans in America are a monolith—instead it unlocks the startling range of experiences
and ideas that have always existed within the community of Blackness. This is a history that
illuminates our past and gives us new ways of thinking about our future, written by the most
vital and essential voices of our present.
A Grammar of the Asante and Fante Language Called Tshi Chwee, Twi Based On the
Akuapem Dialect with Reference to the Other (Akan and Fante) Dialects
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